With the rapid growth of online information services, a sheer volume of news data becomes available. To help people quickly digest the explosive information, we define a new problem -schema-based news event profiling -profiling events reported in open-domain news corpora, with a set of slots and slot-value pairs for each event, where the set of slots forms the schema of an event type. Such profiling not only provides readers with concise views of events, but also facilitates various applications such as information retrieval, knowledge graph construction and question answering. It is however a quite challenging task. The first challenge is to find out events and event types because they are both initially unknown. The second difficulty is the lack of pre-defined event-type schemas. Lastly, even with the schemas extracted, to generate event profiles from them is still essential yet demanding.
INTRODUCTION
The number of news articles is growing at an explosive rate. As of 2015, about 1,200 pieces of news were published daily on average by only a single new source, the Washington Post 1 . That is more than 1 piece of news was published in every 2 minutes. If we consider all news agencies around the globe, the number will be tremendous. News is the major source of how people learn about events throughout the world; however, it is virtually impossible to read through such enormous content in a very short time. As an example, investment bankers need to stay up-to-date with many essential yet trivial events so that they can make strategic decisions in time. Numerous summarization studies [11, 22, 24, 36, 37, 57] have been developed to extract or to generate representative sentences in the hope of allowing people to quickly get the gists of news articles. Nevertheless, such unstructured text is still up people to read through and is also not friendly for further analysis.
In this paper, we propose to solve this problem by generating schema-based structured profiles for news events from opendomain news corpora. A schema is a template that defines a specific type of events, associated with slots (key aspects) held by entities as slot values [29, 44] . For a specific event, each slot has a specific slot value (a slot may have more than one slot value, but for simplicity we only consider the single-value case). For example, the schema of the event type "Business Acquisitions" has slots such as buyer, buyee, and price; the value of buyee in the Acquisition of LinkedIn event is LinkedIn. Our goal is to extract the slot and slot value pairs to profile each event in an open-domain news corpus.
Event profiling is an important task, as the generated event profiles not only help people quickly identify the key aspects of any event without having to go through the massive news articles (e.g., Figure 1 ), but also facilitate a number of applications, such as knowledge-base construction, information retrieval, and question answering (QA) systems. For example, based on the event profiles, a
Figure 1: Framework Overview
QA system can easily answer the questions like "which companies have been acquired by Microsoft in the past", and "the fatality of which terrorist bombing is greater than 100 since 2005", etc.
However, event profiling on open-domain news corpora is challenging. This is not only because events and event types are unknown, but also due to the lack of pre-defined schemas. There are only few event-type schemas existing and they were all hand-coded by domain experts. When it comes to our task, for all possible event types in open-domain corpora, it is cost-and labor-prohibitive to hire experts to create all the schemas. Even if we already know the schemas, it is still non-trivial to extract event profiles from them.
We propose to obtain the event profiles in three steps: (1) detect events and their event types from the news corpus by clustering news articles; (2) induce schemas for each event type by discovering the schema slots-since a slot can be expressed in a number of ways (e.g., buyee may be an object of buy or a subject of sell), we extract and cluster the expressions from the news articles of the same event types as slot patterns for slot value extraction; and (3) extract slot values using slot patterns and profile each event by slot and slot value pairs. The framework overview is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The key challenge lies in generating (i.e., inducing) schemas. Existing schema induction methods can be categorized into supervised and unsupervised. The supervised methods rely on domainspecific labeling data and human guidance [10, 16, 21, 46, 51, 62, 68] . However, it is too expensive to apply these manual-labor intensive supervised methods to massive news corpus. The unsupervised ones deal with sentence- [1] or document- [23] level events. But in real-life open-domain news corpus, we are dealing with events reported in multiple news articles which collaboratively offer valuable, mutually complementary information for schema induction at a corpus level. Thus sentence-or document-based analysis may not be beneficial. Sentence-level studies [28] find only common arguments for events triggered by predicates or nouns within a sentence as their schemas, but such events are at too fine-grain level to summarize news events. Document-level ones treat news articles independent of each other and overlook their relations. Worse still, document-level methods are all built upon simplistic assumptions (e.g., an entity can serve as the value for one slot in a news article [12, 13, 15, 44] ). Our event analysis is conducted at the corpuslevel [2] , rather than at the sentence [1] or document-level [17] . We believe that there is no prior study on schema induction for corpus-level events.
In this paper, we develop a fully automatic unsupervised approach to schema induction. Our key insight is that an entity may be the values of multiple slots in an event, but if it appears in multiple sentences along with the same set of entities in an event, then the entity tends to have semantically similar slot expressions across these sentences. Further, with more sentences and larger same set of entities, the expressions of the entity are more similar. Take LinkedIn as an entity example, its slots could be buyee or new services launcher and so on in different sentences. However, if LinkedIn appears with other entities such as Microsoft and $26.2 billion in multiple sentences (see the example sentences in Section 4.2), these sentences are likely to talk about the same activity-the purchase, a component of the event-the acquisition. Thus, the slots of LinkedIn in these sentences should be the same, namely, buyee. Although rare in one news article, the co-occurrences are easy to be found across news articles about the same events. We encode this insight in an embedding method that captures the similarities between slot expressions based on entity co-occurrences. The similarities are then used to cluster expressions to generate slots and slot patterns.
In order to induce schemas for corpus-level events, we need to find events and their types from the news corpus. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no integrated work on this task. In open news corpus, event and their types are both unknown, so if the accuracy in event detection improves, the accuracy in event-type detection increases, and vice versa. The studies that focus only on event detection discover events by clustering news articles based on the similar word [18, 67] or entity distributions [38, 54] . They all rely on ad-hoc methods to guess the number of events and cannot detect the prerequisite to schema induction-event types. We observe that the slot expressions of entities which are overlooked in existing studies are important to event and event type detection, e.g., we can better distinguish between the news about the LinkedIn Acquisition and about LinkedIn Launches Lynda 'Learning Path' with the slot expressions of LinkedIn, i.e., the object of acquisition and the subject of launching new services, respectively. We propose a model that can exploit slot expressions and automatically detect a reasonable number of events and their event types in an integrated manner.
In summary, the contributions of the paper are as follows.
• We define a new problem -open-domain schema-based events profiling. It aims to generate structured representations for open-domain corpus-level news events.
• We propose the first integrated model for event and event type detections. Our model utilizes slot expressions of entities and extracts events and event types under the framework of Nonparametric Bayesian Model.
• We propose the first schema induction framework for corpuslevel events. It exploits entity co-occurrence information to induce event schemas and extract slot patterns.
• We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our models in event detection and typing, schema induction, and event profiling. The results demonstrate its superior performance over the state-of-the-art baselines.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the existing studies on three related topics, namely, event extraction, event detection and schema induction.
Event Extraction
Our event profiling task is related to the problem of event extraction. A number of studies [27, 28, 30, 32, 35, 40, 42, 43, 45, 49, 56, 66] focus on extracting atomic events defined by the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program [1] . These studies extract events triggered by predicates or nouns and their arguments within a sentence, but the extracted events are too fine-grained to summarize the events at high level. Another line of work [16, 17, 34, 47, 50, 59] follows the paradigm of the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) program [23] , and extracts slot values of document-level events by classification or pattern matching. However, since an event is often reported in multiple news articles, it is important to aggregate the knowledge of multiple related articles rather than a single article to obtain good extraction results. Worse still, the extraction relies on manually created rules. These studies only consider a few types of events, e.g., only 6 event types are studied in MUC 4. Unlike these studies, we aim to extract the slot values for corpus-level events, which are defined in the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) program [2] as a particular thing that happens at a specific time and place, along with all necessary pre-conditions and unavoidable consequences. In addition, the model should be generic enough to profile events for open-domain news corpora without supervision.
Event Detection
Our task is related to retrospective event detection [3] , i.e., to assign news articles in a given corpus to their respective previously unknown events. Yang et al. [67] propose a hierarchical agglomeration clustering (HAC) based approach, clustering news articles on words as events. Dai et al. first get preliminary event clusters by Affinity Propagation [18] and then perform HAC to get the final events. Li et al. propose a probabilistic model that considers words, time, person and location entities. None of the existing solutions can find event types -the prerequisite to schema induction. In addition, they all rely on ad-hoc methods by guessing the number of events and overlook slot expressions of entities. Our topic is also related to event detection on social media [8, 48, 52, 53, 69] . However, due to the differences in data length, quality and problem definition, these cited methods are not applicable to news data. For example, Ritter et al. detect events for each day from tweets, and their model requires human labeled data to extract event phrases. In contrast, we aim to detect events from newswire text, and our model has no constraints on event time and is fully unsupervised.
Schema Induction
Schemas are often hand-coded by human experts with domain knowledge [23] , but manually creating schemas for large opendomain news corpus is infeasible. Early attempts on schema induction take special training resources as input [10, 16, 21] , or call for human judgments [51] or bootstrapping seeds [46, 62, 68] . Some automated methods discover schema slots by extracting and clustering expressions from dependency trees [20, 60] , but how to differentiate expressions with same entity types [60] or with different verbs [20] remains unsolved. Cheung et al. [15] propose a generative model for frame (correlated events) induction with account event transitions, but neither event causality nor evolution is our focus.
Several entity-driven models were proposed in recent years. Chambers et al. [13] extract domain-specific relation expressions, and cluster relations agglomeratively with the mentions of the same entities into slots. In their follow-up work [12] , they employ topic models to cluster entity mentions of news articles as slots, assuming the expressions of the same entity mentions belong to the same slot. Nguyen et al. [44] exploit the immediate entity context to disambiguate entities and discover schema slots. Sha et al. [55] employ normalized cut to cluster entities into schemas and slots by exploiting entity heads, predicates and dependency paths. In summary, these methods are built based on an untenable premise that the slots of an entity are constant. Besides, they all fail to exploit data redundancy across corpus. Huang et al. [28] propose the first schema induction method for sentence-level events, but as detailed in Section 2.1, the sentence-level events are too fine-grained to summarize general news events. Although some studies [12, 13, 15, 44, 55] involve profiling tasks, they can only profile at the documentlevel. Large-scale learning of scripts and narrative schemas for frequent topics [5, 31] , slot-filling for knowledge base population [4, 61] and relation discovery [7, 14, 19, 25, 41, 58, 60] are also related to our topic. The goals are different from ours, but their outputs can help boost the performance of schema induction.
PRELIMINARIES
Instead of dealing with raw text, we extract the following information from news articles.
Entities and Entity Labels: A news article contains entities with different entity labels (types). These entities may serve as the values of key event aspects such as who, where and when. We consider entities of labels person (PER), organization (ORG), location (LOC), date (DATE), money (MNY ), number (NUM), and percent (PCT ).
Keywords: We sort words in each news article based on TF-IDF, and use the top 5% ranked words as the set of keywords. We then augment keyword set with key phrases extracted by an existing phrase mining tool, SegPhrase [38] . Note that other keywords extraction techniques [70] can also be employed.
Slot Expressions and Patterns:
The semantic role of an entity is often unveiled by its context. We convert the context into slot expression predicate:role:label ( p:r :l for short). Predicate is a general verb or non-entity noun; role is the relation of an entity to its predicate, and label is the entity label. The following roles are considered in this paper: subject (subj), direct object (dobj), indirect object (iobj), location, source location (source), destination, path, time, and quantity (quant). A slot may have multiple expressions, among which the representative ones serve as the slot patterns for value extraction. We obtain slot expressions from the parsing graphs generated by Abstract Semantic Representation (AMR) [6] . Although the AMR parsing result for one sentence may not be always perfect, it can be mitigated by aggregating the results of numerous sentences.
Slot Tuples: Slot expressions, together with their entities v, contextual keywords w and time t, form slot tuples tp = p:r :l ,v,w,t . We convert each news article into a set of slot tuples, where t is defined as the publication date for simplicity. 
PROPOSED MODEL
This section introduces our framework for event profiling.
Event Detection and Typing
We build our probabilistic model for event detection and typing based on the following intuitions:
• Each news article has a distribution over events where each event has distributions over entities and event types. For example, a news article may be more related to the event of Microsoft's LinkedIn purchase than its Skype purchase. The former event involves entities such as Microsoft, LinkedIn, $26.2 billion, etc., which is more related to the event type "Business Acquisitions" than any other type, such as "Product Announcements".
• Each event type is related to a set of slot expressions and keywords (e.g., business acquisitions often involve slot expressions buy:dobj:ORG , price:quant:MNY and keywords purchase, stock market, etc.).
• Slot expressions determine the label of entities. Events determine the specific entities of the labels (e.g., the entities of buy:dobj:ORG must be organizations, e.g., in the Acquisition of LinkedIn, the entity is the organization LinkedIn).
• News articles on an event often appear together and form a cluster on timeline. We model both event e and event type c as latent variables. For each slot tuple tp in document d, we sample an event e based on d's event distribution θ d and sample an event type c based on e's event type distribution λ e (Intuition 1). c further generates a slot expression q = p:r:l and a set of keywords w based on its multinomial distributions ϕ c and χ c (Intuition 2). Finally, an entity value v is drawn from multinomial distribution ψ e,l conditioned on event e and entity label l of q (Intuition 3); a time stamp t is sampled from e's time distribution (Intuition 4). Since the news articles often appear around the peak time of events (i.e., the number of news articles increases with the event's evolution, and then decreases afterwards), we model time distribution by a Gaussian distribution N (t |μ, σ 2 ) with μ and σ 2 as the mean and the variance, respectively.
Identifying the number of events is crucial to event detection. We employ Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) [64] where there
is a global event distribution τ that is drawn from a stick-breaking process GEM(γ ). The article-specific event distribution θ d is a variation of τ with precision α controlling how similar θ d is to τ . If a slot tuple is less likely to be generated from existing events, a new event will be created. We assume the number of event types is given, though we can estimate it in a similar way. The graphical model is shown in Figure 2 where ψ , and μ 0 , κ 0 , ρ 0 , Ω 0 are the parameters of Normal-Gamma prior; β, θ , ϵ, υ are the Dirichlet priors for λ, χ , ϕ. The generative process is presented in Algorithm 1.
Learning Slot Expression Embeddings
After obtaining events and event types, we propose a graph-based model to learn the embedding of slot expressions for each event type. The model is built based on the following two observations: Observation 1: If one entity appears in multiple sentences along with the same set of entities in an event, then it tends to have semantically similar slot expressions across these sentences. Further, the more sentences, the larger the same set of entities, the more similar slot expressions it has. Entities act as participants of activities. Although an entity alone may be involved in many activities, if it appears together with other entities in multiple sentences, the activity they participate together is relatively fixed. Consider the following 3 sentences:
Microsoft buys LinkedIn for $26.2 billion.

LinkedIn is purchased by Microsoft, and the price is $26.2 billion.
LinkedIn is going to launch online learning paths.
We observe that LinkedIn itself is involved in two activities, namely, purchase and new services launch. When it appears together with the entities $26.2B and Microsoft in the first two sentences, it is more likely to participate in the same event-acquisition. Thus, the slot expressions of LinkedIn, e.g., buy:dobj:ORG and purchase:dobj:ORG , can be assumed semantically similar (which also holds for $26.2B and Microsoft). Further, if the two sentences 
A VASE graph ( Figure 3 ) consists of a node set N and an edge set E. The graph is constructed as follows: 1) each sentence has a sentence node (rounded rectangle) n S ∈ N S ; 2) each entity is represented as a value node (squares); 3) the slot expression of each entity in a sentence is denoted as a slot expression node (a circle) n Q ∈ N Q ; 4) the slot expression nodes altogether constitute the corresponding sentence node; 5) a slot expression node for <p:r :l > is connected with both predicate node (diamonds) n P p ∈ N P and role:label node (triangles) n RL r :l ∈ N RL by expression-predicate edge e QP q,p ∈ E QP and expression-role:label edge e QRL q,r :l ∈ E QRL , respectively; 6) if two sentences share common values (squares), then they are connected by a sentence-sentence edge e SS ∈ E SS (a grey curve); 7) if two synonym predicates share more than 3 values, then they will be connected by a predicate-predicate edge e P P ∈ E P P (a black curve). We ultimately want to induce schema by assembling slots. Slots are generated by clustering slot expressions. To cluster slot expressions, we need to learn the embeddings of predicates and role:label pairs. The embeddings are calculated as follows. We sample one pair of sentence nodes (e.g., sentences 1 & 2 in Figure 3 ) at a time by using the weights of e SS . Then for each of their common value nodes (e.g., $26.2B), we first find its slot expressions in the two sentences ( buy:iobj:MNY and purchase:quant:MNY ) respectively. Next we update the embeddings of their predicates (buy and purchase) and role:label pairs (iobj:MNY and quant:MNY), so that the difference between the embeddings of the two slot expressions decreases. Also, we sample a pair of synonym predicates (buy and purchase) and close up their embeddings.
The key problem is how to assign the weights of e SS ∈ E SS . Using the number of common values as the weights cannot model Observation 1. This is because as the number of common value increases, the number of sentence pairs drops dramatically. : VASE Graph for Example Sentences using the number of common values, the graph will be dominated by the weight-1 edges. As a result, the probability of getting a weight-3 edge is only 0.0022 = 15 * 3/(15 * 3 + 785 * 2 + 18, 483), much smaller than 0.9196, the probability of weight-1 edges. To remedy this, we normalize the edge weights which share the same number of common entities. This results in larger probability of sampling sentence pairs with more common entities (e.g., 1/15 for each weight-3 edge, 1/18, 483 for each weight-1 edge).
Schema Induction
We employ spectral clustering to group slot expressions into slots. The similarity between two expressions is defined as the cosine similarity between their embeddings. The key task is to determine the number k * of clusters that can maximize both intra-cluster cohesion and inter-cluster separation. We define cohesion and separation w.r.t the values of slot tuples. Specifically, we calculate scores s k for different k's and select the k with greatest score as the number of clusters.
where slot(tp) is the slot of tuple tp, and I (·)=1 if · is true and 0 otherwise. The rationale is, if two slot tuples tp i , tp j of the same event (ev tp i =ev tp j ) belong to the same slot (slot(tp i )=slot(tp j )), their associated values should be the same (v tp i =v tp j ), otherwise their values should be different. Lastly, we select a subset of the candidates slots to build schemas. Two criteria are considered: 1) representativeness: a slot must appear in more than half of the events; 2) uniqueness: slots must not semantically duplicate. To make sure they are met, we represent each slot by a distribution over slot values for each event and select slots incrementally. Each time we select the slot with maximum support, we calculate the cosine similarity between the value distribution of selected slot and that of every previously-added ones. If any similarity is greater than the threshold ω (empirically set ω = 0.25), we discard the slot. We iterate the process until no slots can be added. Those added slots constitute the schema of an event type.
Event Profiling
For each event, we have detected its event type and its related news articles 4.1. For each event type, we now have its schema. In order to profile an event, for each slot in its schema, we use its slot expressions as patterns to extract values from the news corpus. The entity with maximum support is used as its slot value. Finally, the slot and slot value pairs together build the even profile.
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
In this section, we introduce how to estimate the parameters of the event detection and schema induction models. 
Event Detection and Typing
We estimate the unknown parameters {θ, λ, τ , χ , ϕ,ψ, μ, σ } by employing collapsed Gibbs sampling to generate samples of event e and event type c assignments. A Gibbs sampler computes the full conditional probability for the event and event type assignments e i and c i for slot tuple i conditioned on all the other assignments e ¬i and c ¬i . We only present the updating equations here.
P (e i = e, c i = c |e ¬i , c ¬i , .) ∝ P (e, c, .) P (e ¬i , c ¬i , .)
(n CW c,w, ¬i + δ + y)
where is the number of times b ∈ B is assigned to a ∈ A after excluding slot tuple i, where A can be either a single set (e.g., E) or multi-set (e.g., eventlabel EL), c w is the length of w, and c w,w is the count of w in w. t ρ (t |μ e , Ω e (κ+1) κ ρ ) is the likelihood time t is generated by the student-t distribution, where ρ is degree of freedom and
Here n e is the number of times slot tuples assigned to e, and t e is the average time of the slot tuples assigned to e.
When the number of events is changed or when an iteration is finished, we update the global event distribution τ as follows:
We iteratively generate assignments based on Equation 3, and update model parameters based on Equations 4 and 5, until a stable state is reached. Then we read out the assignments of e and c for all slot tuples as their events and event types.
Schema Induction
We estimate the embeddings for predicates and role:label pairs by fitting value co-occurrences between sentences (embedded in edge set E SS ), and fitting synonym relations between predicates (embedded in edge set E P P ).
Fitting E SS : Let V i, j be the set of common values of sentences s i and s j . We model the probability P(s i , s j ) of observing the edge e SS 
where
We can get the estimated distribution of weights for edges in E SS by normalizing the weights of all edges in E SS calculated by Equation 7 . We approximate it to the empirical distribution w.r.t. KLdivergence, where the empirical one is obtained by normalizing the assigned weights of edges in E SS . Having omitted some derivations, our goal is to minimize the objective function:
Fitting E P P : Similarly, we fit the edges in E P P by approximating the estimated and empirical distributions of weights for edges in E P P . Let w P P i, j be the assigned edge weights for synonym predicates p i and p j , and P(p i , p j ) be the logistic function on their embeddings. Our goal is to minimize the objective function:
The overall objective function is as follows:
We employ edge sampling to minimize the objective function. Specifically, in each step, we draw two positive edges e SS i, j and e P P x,y from E SS and E P P , respectively, and then draw K noisy edges for each of them. Based on negative sampling procedure, we update the embeddings of predicates and role:label pairs involved in e SS i, j and e P P x,y to get the embeddings of slot expressions. Instead of directly optimizing based on edge weight, we treat all edges in the two graphs are with weight 1, but the sampling probability of edges are proportional to their original weights. Comparing with original method, this sampling method enables us to set the updating rate more easily. In addition, the final results are less likely to be dominant by edges with larger weights. More details can be found in [63] .
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our model on event detection and typing, schema induction and event profiling on a news corpus. The corpus consists of 50 events under 5 event types, namely, business mergers & acquisitions, airplane crashes, product announcements, terrorist bombings, and earthquakes. For each event, we issued key words to NewsBank and crawled the retrieved news articles. In total, we got 5400 news articles. The number of news articles for an event ranges from 38 to 146 with the average number being 108. After collecting the corpus, we convert news articles into slot tuples by Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [39] and C-AMR parser [65] 2 . Note that the MUC data that were used in previous schema induction papers [12, 13, 15, 44, 56 ] cannot be used in our paper because MUC events are document-level rather than corpus-level (Section 1). Our dataset shares a similar number of event types with MUC, but triples the number of news articles.
Event and Event Type Detection
Experimental Setups.
We compare the following methods in this experiment.
• Group Average Clustering with Bucketing and Re-clustering (GAC-BR) [67] . It divides documents into buckets based on time and clusters them iteratively by HAC on word vectors until a pre-defined number of clusters is obtained.
• Two Layer Cluster (TLC) [18] . It first obtains preliminary event clusters by Affinity Propagation on documents' word vectors, and then performs HAC on these clusters' word vectors to get a pre-set number of clusters as events.
• Multi-modal Retrospective Event Detection (MM-RED) [33] .
It models each event by 3 multinomial distributions over keywords, person entities, location entities and 1 Gaussian distribution over time.
• Event Detection and Typing (EDT). Our method proposed in Section 4.1.
• EDT without Slot Expression (EDT ¬q ). To examine the contribution of slot expressions to event detection and typing, we evaluate a simplified version of our method by removing slot and all associated edges. Our method uses the common default parameter values [26] : β=50/C, δ =ϵ=υ=μ 0 =κ 0 =0.01, α=γ =ρ 0 =Ω 0 =1.0. The number of iterations is 50 (we tried more iterations but got similar results). The parameters of baselines are set as their suggested values.
When using keywords to query news articles, we know the true event and event type of each news article. Then different methods will be used to detect the event of each news article. Following the settings in [33, 67] , we map each generated event to its closest true event and evaluate the performance by precision (pre), recall (rec), micro F 1 (mic F 1 ) and macro F 1 (mac F 1 ). mic F 1 and mac F 1 are computed based on all events' and an event's pre & rec, respectively. To evaluate the performance of event typing, we map the generated event types to the true events, and check whether the generated event type of a generated event is the true event type of its corresponding true event. The same metrics are used for performance measurement. Tables 1 summarizes the comparison results of event detection . Among the baselines, GACB has the best precision but the worst recall, because it extracts 575 events, much larger than the true number of events. After checking the results, we find GACB splits the news articles of one event into several over fine-grained clusters, because it relies on ad-hoc threshold to cluster news articles into events, which is very difficult to set. Extracting a larger number of events increases precision, but makes it much harder to retrieve all relevant documents for a true event, leading to worse recall. MM-RED, which detects 79 events, has the best recall among baselines, owing to its exploitation of person and location entities. Comparing with the baselines, our simplified model EDT ¬q achieves much better performance, probably because it makes use of entities of various types. Our full model EDT generates even better results, demonstrating the importance of slot expressions to event detection. Our detected number of events matches with the true number, 50. It shows that our model is effective in inferring the number of events from real-life data. The performance of event typing is shown in Table 2 . Since other baselines cannot find event types, we only report the results of our two models. The table shows our full model EDT is all-round winner w.r.t. all metrics. The results again show the importance of slot expression to event detection and typing.
Performance Study.
Our model involves a set of hyper-parameters. While β, δ , ϵ, υ and κ are set as their widely accepted values, we want to know if our model is sensitive to the remaining hyper-parameters. We plot the microF 1 of our model on event detection under different hyperparameter settings in Figure 4 . It shows our model can consistently achieve high detection performance. The results of other metrics or of event typing show similar trends and are thus omitted.
Schema Induction
Experimental Setups.
The following schema induction methods are evaluated in this experiment.
• ProbSchemas (PS) [12] : A Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9] based method that models schema type and slot as latent variables. Schema types generate predicates; slots generate head words, labels and typed dependencies of entities.
• AttributeModel (AM) [44] : A generative model which exploits attributes (adjective, verbal or nominal modifiers of entities) as additional observations to cluster heads and trigger relations of co-referring entities into slots.
• NormalizeCutModel (NCM) [55] : It exploits word embeddings and PMI and generates schemas by normalized cut.
• VASE: Our proposed model. The codes of PS and NCM are obtained from the authors. The parameters of all baselines are set to their suggested values. For each event type, we select 10 slots with the largest supports to build its schema. The schema of "Business Acquisitions" can be found in Table 3 , except for slots 7 and 10. Due to the limited space, we are not able to illustrate all schemas in the paper, but we are going to publish them online later. We evaluate the effectiveness on two aspects, namely, slot quality and schema quality. : Schema Induction Results Slot Quality: A good method should be able to generate schemas with high-quality slots. As slots are modeled as clusters of slot expressions, we evaluate the quality of slots by 1) cohesion: semantic relatedness of the slot patterns of a slot; 2) separation: distinctness of a slot from others. Since schema-induction for corpus-level events has not been studied before, we don't have any ground-truth data for evaluation and we therefore have to rely on manual annotations. Given a schema, we ask five 3rd-party volunteers to examine the 10 slots. If the expressions of one slot are semantically cohesive (different), we add 1 to its cohesion (separation) score. We take the averages as the final scores. Schema Quality: We ask an expert to generate schemas for different event types as ground-truths. Then we compare the generated schemas with them. An effective method should be able to generate schemas that well match the manually created ones. To measure the degree of matching, we verify whether each slot of the schema can match a slot in the ground-truth schema, given an event type and a generated schema. Since in a quality generated schema, more slots should be mapped to the slots of the ground-truth with high rankings, we evaluate the performance by Mean Averaged Precision (MAP) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG).
Performance Study.
Slot Quality: The results of different methods are shown in Figure 5. Our VASE is the all-round winner. Among the baselines, NCM achieves the best cohesion and separation because 1) it employs normalized cut to maximize the intra-slot similarity and minimize the inter-slot similarity; and 2) it exploits semantic information of entities and predicates to estimate the template-level and slot-level connectivities between two entities. In contrast, PS and AM ignore the inter-slot similarity and semantics. The cohesion and separation of PS are better than those of AM, because 1) AM relies on attributes when clustering entities, despite the fact that only a small portion of entities has attributes; and 2) PS requires the value of the same slot be the same as the entity label, imposing constraints on the semantics of the slot expressions. The cohesions of the baselines are much lower than ours, because they assume that the slot expressions of same entities tend to belong to the same slots. For example, they tend to put the slots expressions with predicates have, say, expect into the buyer slot, because buyers often make announcements. In contrast, our method puts those slot expressions into different slots because the co-occurrences of their values are often low. Our model Figure 7 : Event Profiling Results has the best separation because 1) it employs spectral clustering to separate slots based on semantics, where spectral clustering is to find the partitions that minimizes normalized cut; and 2) it filters out duplicate slots based on slot values when selecting slots to build schemas. Note that the performance of VASE is relatively low on Bombing type. This is because VASE only generates 6 slots. In fact, there are only 7 slots in ground-truth schema. Thus, the results of Bombing type is at most 7/10 of other event types. To examine the consistency of labeling, we divide scores into 4 classes, {0-2}, {3-5}, {6-8}, {9-10}, and calculate the Cohen's Kappa Coefficient between the scores given by each pair of volunteers. The averaged Kappa Coefficients for separation and cohesion are 0.749 and 0.711, suggesting substantial agreement among our volunteers. Schema Quality The MAP and nDCG of different methods on different event types are plotted in Figure 6 . First, our model always achieves superior MAP and nDCG values across all event types, showing its capabilities in discovering meaningful slots and ranking them higher. Here are the reasons why our model achieves unparalleled performance. 1) Value co-occurrences are used to generate cohesive slot expression clusters which in turn benefit the slot matching; 2) we remove the duplicate slots when generating schemas to prevent slots of the same semantics from appearing multiple times. Otherwise they will bring down the ranking results; and 3) only the slots that frequently appear are included in schemas, so the slot representativeness is guaranteed. Unlike our method, none of the baselines has the slot selection process. They simply rank all generated slots based on frequency and select the top ones to build schemas. Among the baselines, NCM performs the best, probably because its exploitation of semantic embeddings and normalized cut, whereas the other two only consider entity mentions and use LDA-like model to perform clustering.
Event Profiling
We are interested in whether a method can generate quality event profiles. To evaluate this, for each event, we first identify the slot value for each slot of the ground-truth schema. Given a generated profile, we then find the number of ground-truth slot values that are identified as the top-1 slot values. Next, we calculate the number of slot values that are assigned to the correct slots. Last, we use rec@1 to measure the percentage of the ground-truth slot values.
We plot the results of the methods on different event types in Figure 7 . In the same figure, we also show the macro and micro average rec@1 of all event types as Overall mac and Overall mic . Among the baselines, NCM achieves the best performance, followed by AM. Such rank is the same as the rank of schema induction. Due to poor quality of generated schemas, baselines can seldom find semantically meaningful slots for slot values and thus perform not so well. Although our method outperforms the baselines significantly, our model still has a drawback when generating event profiles in the following scenarios. 1) The slot is not identified in the generated schemas, e.g., our schema induction model fails to find the economic loss slot for Earthquakes; 2) the detected slot expressions are incorrect, e.g., the close time slot of Business Acquisitions; 3) the slot value is changing over time, e.g., the number of deaths in an earthquake; and 4) the slot value is not identified as a named entity, e.g., the company ARM is not recognized as an organization, probably because it is misclassified as a body part. Though our generated profiles are not perfect, they can serve as a good start point for various tasks, like knowledge graph construction and QA systems.
Case Study
We use business acquisition as an event type to illustrate our results. Table 3 shows our model identifies 12 slots, together with their frequent slot patterns ( predicate:role:label defined in Section 3) and slot values. To ease reading, we manually generate slot names based on the slot patterns. Most of the slots are meaningful and the slot patterns are indicative of value extraction. Our model even finds several slots beyond the ground-truth (e.g., the rise of stock price after the purchase, and the size of the company). However, there are a few meaningless slots, e.g., price time. The original sentences mention stake price on specific days. Although this slot appears frequently, it is meaningless as the date information is not modeled. We use the event of Dell acquiring EMC as an example to illustrate the event profiling results of our model. The profile is shown in Figure 4 where the support of each value is in the parenthesis. The profile first gives a reasonable summary for the event. The slots then cover most key aspects. All slot values match the facts except for the price time and the close time. As discussed earlier, Table 4 the price time is not a meaningful slot. In original news, the close time means when market closes rather than when the acquisition closes. Therefore, the close time is also meaningless.
CONCLUSIONS
Event profiling not only provides readers with concise views of news events, but also facilitates various applications such as information retrieval, knowledge graph construction, QA systems, etc. In this paper, we propose the first framework on schema-based event profiling for large open-domain news corpora. To achieve the goal, we first detect events and event types by exploiting slot expressions of entities, and then learn the embeddings of slot expressions by leveraging entity co-occurrence information. After that, we cluster slot expressions as the slots of schemas, and select a subset of slots to build schemas. In the end, these schemas are used as the templates for event profiling. Extensive experimental results on a large open-domain news corpus demonstrate superior effectiveness of our model against the state-of-the-art baselines. This is the very first work to profile events for open-domain news corpora. Consequently, there are still some very interesting directions waiting for further exploration. First, some slots may have multiple slot values, e.g., more than one products may be launched in an announcement, so we need to find ways to extract a proper number of values for these slots. Second, the values of some slots may change over time, e.g., the number of deaths in an earthquake may increase as time passes. Also, the reported values in different news articles around the same time may differ. Thus, it is interesting to develop truth-finding methods to find slot values more accurately. The last but not least, we need to improve the efficiency when our algorithm comes to dealing with larger datasets, as a larger dataset usually provides us with more data redundancy and therefore allows us to generate more accurate and comprehensive profiles.
